Sandwich Bikeways & Pedestrian Committee

Date: Jan. 6, 2020
Time: 6:30 PM
Address: Sand Hill School Community Center, 16 Dewey Ave., Sandwich, MA 02563

Present: Committee Co-Chairs: Lee Rindfuss & Kevin Sareault
Committee Members: Daryl Crossman, Peter Marancik, Sean Polay, John Scott, Joshua McGuire
Town Staff: Sam Jensen

Meeting called to order by Rindfuss: 6:30 p.m.

MINUTES
- Minutes for 11/4/2019, approved unanimously
- Minutes for 12/9/2019, approved unanimously with Crossman abstaining.

STANTEC PRESENTATION
- Working on prioritization
- Need clarification from Toole on Appendix B labeling in master plan
- Discuss and finalize our recommendations and principles at next meeting
- Stantec owes us a final presentation
- Marancik asked about feasibility of diagonal crossing at intersection QMH/Cotuit

SERVICE ROAD MULTI-USE PATH
- Need to look at additional connections from side streets
- Need to advocate for options at Route 130 terminus
- John to send around his template; use that for each committee member to compile their own comments. John offered to coalesce the comments into a single doc that we can discuss at the next meeting, and send along to town to forward to VHB.

2020
- Bike Your Park / Vision 88 -- Park in Woods Hole? If no park, use Nobska as starting point. Reach out to Falmouth Bike Committee
- Bike Rodeo / Sandwich Outdoor Adventure Day -- Kevin will reach out to Sandwich Rec. Lee to get us on MassBike / Safe Route to Schools calendar
- Bike to School Day -- Lee to reach out to state and PD. Polay floated idea of starting at Lakewood Hills clubhouse as a congregating point.
- Spaulding Adaptive Sports -- Lee to reach out to see if we can engage with that this year
MASTER PLAN

- Freezer Road: Kevin to reach out to John McPherson again. RE paving: Consensus was we would have hoped for more biking infrastructure/paint/signage, but acknowledge road is in better shape than it was.

OTHER

- New town hall: Maybe invite facilities director to discuss
- Youth mountain bike program: Trying to schedule follow-up mtg with rec department. Review fall; improve for spring
- Marancik discussed a potential IMBA connection in town. Talk of a pump track, viewing platform at Maple Swamp, grant opportunities.

Next meeting: Feb. 10, 6:30 p.m., at Sand Hill School Community Center

Adjourn: 7:50 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted by Sean Polay
Date Approved: 2/10/2020